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Foreword 
“Meradinis! 

 

The stuff of myths and legends! The Turtle Island of the stars – home planet to the fearsome and 

once legendary Corsairs – the terrors of the black, monsters in Human form who killed innocents 

and waged a campaign of terror against the colonies for decades!  

 

Meradinis!  

 

The reputation of that place – that terrible place, a place of death and destruction that beckoned 

to adventurers, killers, profiteers and fortune seekers!  

 

Meradinis…  

 

The very name of this dark world grabbed the imaginations of young boys and girls, and 

universally mesmerized dreamers and romantics alike. That is, when they weren‟t terrified – 

because the truth is always far less romantic – and as reality so often demonstrates in real life – 

rather ugly and brutal.  

 

The Corsairs who raided nearly every single Human colony over the span of a century, sowing 

terror, death and misery as they went, were not the corn–ball comics from old Earth tales that 

hopped about on peg–legs, with parrots on their shoulders, saying „Arr!‟ to everything in general. 

They were anything but. 

 

Behind the legend of the Corsairs and their sinister culture of plunder and violence lay a history 

fraught with a desperate, brutal struggle to survive, a vengefulness and a cruel streak – and a 

drive to survive by any means necessary – chiefly of which was their predation upon other 

worlds… And it was their predatory nature that struck fear into the hearts of neighboring fringe 



worlds – and, some whispered – in the hallowed halls of the Terran Congress itself.” – from 

“Dead Beckoning”, book three in the Galaxii Series. 

 

This guide compiled from numerous articles I wrote to promote the series, some drawn from the 

books themselves, is intended to brief the reader about the Corsairs as a group, their culture, 

origins, general practices and of course, ships and other equipment. 

 

I sincerely hope you enjoy reading it as much as I did writing it! 

Best regards, 

Christina Engela 

The Galaxii Guide to Corsairs & the Black Fleet 
 

Introduction 
 

The Galaxii Series is set in the same universe as the Quantum Series and also Panic! Horror 

In Space  and precedes those series, being set a century or so earlier in the same timeline, and 

using different settings and characters. Galaxii really is the genesis of all my subsequent series 

and stories, but as simple as that sounds, the series didn't just pop into being overnight! It's 

literally taken me years! 
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Galaxii is set in the not too distant future – at a time when an Earth shattered by a 21st century 

global nuclear war has risen from the ashes to become the seat of a largely peaceful and 

prosperous stellar Terran Empire. 

 

The series relates the struggles and adventures of some realistic characters, each with their own 

unique interests and obstacles to overcome: career-minded Space Fleet officers, solo adventurers 

and rogues, Corsairs – space pirates who in their pursuit of wealth and fame, turned the less-

traveled space lanes into perilous journeys – and aliens of all persuasions. 
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Characters in Galaxii frequently encounter Corsairs, and in the series, Corsairs are space pirates! 

The Corsairs have a reputation for attacking cargo carriers and raiding isolated colonies and 

outposts. 

 

Corsairs are fiercely hunted by the Terrans (as seen in “Demonspawn”) with rewards offered as 

bounties on any Corsairs captured – with the biggest rewards offered for known (and feared) 

names, such as “Red” Dorn Schultz, “Strings” Levine, Blachart the Bloody, the Hell Queen – or 

Sona Kilroy.  

 

Every group has a story, and every story has a beginning, and the tale of how the Corsairs 

became Corsairs is no different. These marauders were Human just like the Terrans. They‟d 

started out as refugees who fled the dying planet Earth more than a century before the time of 

“Blachart”, the first book in the series – in the midst of the turmoil that followed a final great 

World War between archaic Human nation–states. The ancestors of what would eventually 

become Corsairs chose to flee the turmoil and left the ruined Earth behind.  

 

 
 

Legends and myths sprang up around these rough, tough survivors who made a home for 

themselves in uncharted, unclaimed space far outside the Terran Empire‟s territory. Of course, 

there wasn‟t an Empire back then – only a divided Earth that had just barely survived its own 

devastating war. 

 

As a group, Corsairs had lived apart from the rest of Humanity for so long they didn‟t know how 

to relate to outsiders other than to see them as prey. Meanwhile, from the Terran perspective, 

Corsairs were not some outside, separate culture or race – nor even recognized as being 
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independent from Earth – but simply distant relations or a Human colony gone rogue, a criminal 

organization – albeit a very large and threatening one. 

 

The Corsair view contrasted sharply with the Terrans in that they no longer viewed themselves 

as being beholden to Earth or to other people or any authorities from Earth, but as a separate 

society, a predator society free to take whatever they needed without having to answer for their 

actions to those outside their culture. For that reason, they scoffed at Terran laws, Terran courts, 

and Terran threats of retribution – and kept the location of their home world a closely–guarded 

secret to avoid the consequences of their hostile acts. 

 

Naturally, not all Corsairs were born to the Corsair way of life – over the years many Terran 

citizens, attracted by the supposed romance or allure of being a space pirate sought out Corsair 

ships at the fringes of Terran space to join them.  

Meradinis – The Turtle Island Of The Stars 
 

A Little Geography 
 

Meradinis is a fairly developed world in terms of infrastructure – roads, transport media and 

covered by numerous cities. It is well–populated, but with much less industry than expected in 

comparison to the average Terran colony, although some industrial activity is present. 

 

Quite a lot of the surface remains pristine native forest or jungle. Although there are no oceans 

on Meradinis, there are a number of very large lakes or seas. 

 

Economy Class 
 

The Corsair economy was outwardly only a one way street – from outside, in. Piracy was their 

commerce – their vast network of dealers and traders, supplied by the activities of the multitude 

of raiding ships of the Black Fleet, kept the wheels turning. 

 

This form of replenishment and acquisition created among the Corsairs a mindset of „there‟s 

plenty more where that came from‟, encouraging in the orphaned colony a sort of consumerist 

mindset, but combining it with a philosophy if you will, of entitlement. It became theirs because 

they could take it – and because they did.  

 

The Corsairs resented the Terrans because to them, the Terrans were the „haves‟ – and they were 

the „have–nots‟. Terrans had destroyed their way of life back on Earth through a cycle of greed 

and wealth–building and endless warfare, which to their minds had left their ancestors in a 

difficult position, leading to their having no choice but to leave and seek their fortunes 

elsewhere. The Corsairs had a need and were smart enough and strong enough to take what they 

wanted – and of course, were prepared to fight for it. 

 



It had been a point of interest to astro–anthropologists and stellar economists how such “vampire 

economies” developed, subsisting off detached, larger, more conventional economies. In this 

case, trade agreements would‟ve been impractical because the very notion implied the Corsairs 

had something to actually trade in exchange for goods and services, which was untrue. 

 

Historical Overview  
 

As they traveled further and further into the unknown, the ancestors of the Corsairs inevitably 

began to run out of supplies, and became scavengers as they kept moving deeper and deeper into 

the black… until they found Meradinis, a pristine beautiful blue–green planet in uncharted, 

unclaimed space far outside what would later be the Terran Empire, and thought it far away 

enough from Earth to start over.  

 

That was what they‟d wanted – to start over – at least that had been the plan all along, and since 

they hadn‟t bothered to maintain communications with Earth since leaving, it was easy to sever 

all ties and over the passage of time, to believe there would be no one else to answer to for their 

actions. 

  

Out there in the black, they found a kind of „splendid isolation‟– only more splendid, and more 

isolated, than any other. In the blackout of their isolation however, they missed out completely 

on all subsequent news and developments from Earth. For a long time, they were completely 

unaware that Earth had recovered from the turmoil of the „Big Nuke‟, or about its subsequent 

near–miraculous unification and advancement – or about the ravages of the Gimp War just a few 

years after that – followed in turn by Earth‟s amazing rebirth at the center of its own young 

interstellar empire. Over the next few decades though, that policy of isolation was to change, 

slowly.   

 

The band of refugees had settled somewhere in what would eventually be called the Omegan 

Quadrant, and soon their scavenging became a mainstream way for the fledgling Corsair 

civilization to rise from merely eking out a bare living, to a thriving criminal enterprise founded 

on violence, plunder and fear.  

 

By the end of the five year long Gimp War, the victorious planet Earth had managed to beat off 

an alien invasion fleet and emerged as the new power in that part of space. As might be expected 

– as new powers do – Earth began to expand and to exert their control over surrounding systems. 

The young Terran Empire‟s rapidly growing chain of colonies began the inevitable process of 

pushing back the boundaries of unknown space – and with them, their boundaries. The Terran 

Empire and its Commonwealth of member colonies became a beacon of peace and prosperity – 

unknowingly right on the doorstep of a violent aggressor attracted by all the luxuries, pretty, 

pretty lights, and comforts of home. But that was soon to change. 

 

In the Omegan Quadrant, Corsair descendants looked back at the distant home of their ancestors 

and the vast treasury of resources being plied into its space travel, colonization and commerce. 

These new Terran colonies had the very resources the Corsairs found hard to come by out in 

deep space. Taking the benefits of the labors of others seemed a logical, convenient – and 

altogether cheaper – alternative to developing entire infrastructures from the ground up.   



 

The very first Corsair raids first affected the outer colonies of the young Terran Empire. More 

vulnerable and open to attack, they were easy prey for the daring and enterprising new space 

pirates – who plundered and murdered their way into the already bloody Terran history. 

 

As time went by, the Corsairs made regular forays into Imperial space – hijacking and stealing 

small ships and loderunners, and attacking small settlements and under–defended outposts – but 

their own base remained a mystery. Rumors, myths and legends grew around them. Nobody 

knew who they were or where they came from – just that they were space pirates. Their origin 

was assumed to be perhaps numerous small scattered bases, or perhaps even a single large one 

somewhere out in space. The Corsairs legendary home was known only as Turtle Island, named 

so after the mythical island colonized by Earth buccaneers in the 17th century.  

 

 
 

At first, the Corsairs were really only bothersome, merely poking and prodding at the outskirts of 

the outermost colonies, probing for juicy, easy targets. Later, they became bolder and bolder still 

until each passing year marked an increased incidence of Corsair attack. Eventually however, 

they would rise to become the single biggest threat the Terran Empire had faced since the 

Ruminarii. 

 

For the next century, the black ships of the Corsairs raided and plundered smaller, under–

defended colonies and outposts at the edges of ever–advancing Terran space, and preyed upon 



traders, freighters and loderunners traveling the space lanes in the outblack; and once sated, they 

returned home to a planet they called Meradinis – the Turtle Island of the stars!  

 

In reply to the continuous raids at the fringes, the Terran Empire and the Corsairs played a game 

of cops and robbers that spanned hundreds of star–systems and the better part of a century! 

Terran ships patrolled and pursued and chased rumors of Corsair sightings from one end of the 

Empire to the other, but although they may have destroyed or captured one, maybe two ships a 

year – without knowing where to strike, the Terrans were really powerless to do much to end the 

Corsair‟s reign of terror. It‟s really a pretty big universe, after all. 

 

Nobody but Corsairs knew how to find Meradinis – and they weren‟t talking, often taking 

extraordinary precautions to avoid being captured alive by the Terrans. They tended to fight to 

the death rather than face capture. 

 

Once they realized they were unable to locate the Corsair‟s home base, the Terrans ordered their 

Space Fleet to attack any Corsair ships they encountered – to capture them if possible, with the 

goal of discovering the location of Meradinis. The wily Corsairs again proved to be one step 

ahead of the Terrans because they put safeguards in place to erase their navigation computer‟s 



data–banks at a moment‟s notice if capture seemed certain – a practice which paid off... for the 

most part.  

 

The Corsairs knew very well that Earth would not tolerate their brigandry if they knew where to 

strike – but in the end their secret, as most secrets do eventually, came out and with it, their 

doom.   

 

Culture 
 

The color black plays a very prominent role in Corsair culture – their ships are all painted black 

for the purposes of camouflage, and this also translated into a preference for black clothing. 

Corsairs all wear black – at least the ones on their raiders (what they call their raiding ships) did, 

as well as any officials on the planet Meradinis. 

  

In terms of Corsair ship‟s crew, it‟s the color itself that was the uniform, not the items of 

clothing they wore. Often a Corsair would also add something more colorful to their ensemble, 

like a red bandana or a green waistband for example. Mostly Corsairs weren‟t the typical parody 

of old–world sea pirates, with the occasional exception who fancied themselves a worthy 

successor of Black Beard, and donned period dress and a tricorn hat! 

 

Since they were highly individualistic, Corsairs generally used a confusing array of all sorts of 

personal weapons, and typically used a mixture of conventional firearms, hand blasters, knives 

and swords etc. 

 

In the capital of Meradinis – a city called Tortuga – in the Black Palace, the man known as the 

Patron, held court as the ruler of this dark world. The last Patron of Meradinis was a man called 

Martel the Mighty. 

 

The Black Palace was an imposing building built out of what looked like shiny black marble. It 

stood atop a slight hill at the center of a large roundabout from which four long, broad roads 

radiated outwards. It was surrounded by blocks of shorter buildings. A wide sidewalk ran around 

the palace compound at the center. Amid all the concrete and glass, there was greenery and some 

flower beds, and the makings of a reasonably well-maintained public park. Statues of famous 

Corsairs dotted the green lungs of the city, monuments to the real-life pirates of Earth‟s oceans 

all those centuries ago – and more recent Corsair heroes. The imposing and elaborate structure of 

the Black Palace was lit by flood lights in the grounds. The structure was similar in function to 

the old Pentagon on Earth, being a control center for all the Corsair‟s armed forces, their fleet, 

and also a residence for its leaders. The grandeur of it all stood in stark contrast with the rest of 

the city, which seemed to be rather on the seedy side. 

 

The Inevitable Fall 
 

One day, not too long ago, a Terran star base near Tremaine – one of Earth‟s oldest colonies, fell 

mysteriously silent... The Terrans sent a ship to investigate, only to discover that the star base 

had been attacked by a large fleet of Corsair raiders, and virtually destroyed. Everything of value 



had been looted and plundered from the station with great loss of life. The psychological effect 

was far more significant however, because it implied that the Corsairs had reached a level of 

strength where they no longer saw the Terran‟s military response as a threat… Action had to be 

taken. 

 

 
 

A few hours later, while the ship that had been sent to investigate – the I.S.S. Antares – was on 

its way to Tremaine, they encountered a Corsair ship that had been left behind to spy on the 

ruined star base, and captured it – with the location of the Corsair home world still intact inside 

its nav–computer! Following a successful scouting operation, in which agents of the Terran 

Imperial Space Fleet infiltrated the planetary defenses of Meradinis, the Terrans sent a large 

heavily armed fleet to settle the score with their long lost cousins, putting an end to nearly a 

century and a half of interstellar terror.  

 

Traditionally, Corsair ships were converted loderunners and other old spacers toughened up and 

armed with improvised weapons. For the most part, the Corsairs fought using heavy industrial 

lasers, electro–magnetic rail guns that fired everything from iron–rich meteorites to warheads 

made from mining explosives. They had put up a fierce fight, but though they fought fiercely, 

they did so at the receiving end of state–of–the–art energy weapons and potent high yield slam–

torpedoes – with predictable results.  

 

The battle for Meradinis (later called The First Battle of Turtle Island) lasted nearly two days and 

featured fierce fighting in the skies around the planet. This resulted in victory for the Terran 

Space Fleet. The Terrans had finally cornered their venomous, defeated foe in its own den! 

 

In orbit, where the battle was fought, the remnants of the once feared predatory Black Fleet 

drifted, blazing, while the Corsair civilization below breathed its last. Too many of the black 



ships were destroyed to count, but it was later estimated that they numbered around five hundred, 

all types included. After a century of terror, the feared Black Fleet had been decimated. 

 

With Meradinis taken over by the Terrans, the Corsair society face reintegration into the Terran 

Empire as a protectorate, with plans to gradually allow it colonial status. This action broadly 

brought about the end of the Corsair menace. As far as the Terrans were concerned, the Corsair 

scourge they had lived in fear of for a century, was over – however, at the start of “Dead 

Beckoning”, Meradinis had been successfully captured by the Terran fleet, living under Terran 

control for months – but the threat hadn‟t yet been entirely eliminated. 

 

 
 

Endicor & Starting Over …Again 
 

Unbeknownst to the Terrans, at the collapse of Meradinis the deposed leader of the Corsairs – 

who went by the official name of Martel the Mighty – escaped. He was also not the only Corsair 

to slip the Terran nets!  

 

Among those who escaped, was the former admiral of the Black Fleet, Sona Kilroy. Kilroy and 

his ship were pursued from the battle itself into empty space by a Terran warship for three days 

before his ship was destroyed. He and several survivors had abandoned ship in a shuttle, which 

was captured by the warship – which in a stunning turn of events, Kilroy captured after being 

forced to land! 

 

Many other Corsairs were not at Meradinis at the time of the battle, being out on raids at the 

time. After the collapse of Meradinis, Corsair stragglers who escaped the battle rendezvoused 

with others at various small Corsair outposts and bases in the Omegan Quadrant, where they 
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were later drafted by Sona Kilroy for the purpose of re–establishing the Corsair civilization 

elsewhere.  

 

Between Martel the Mighty and Sona Kilroy, the Corsair stragglers chose the remote planet of 

Endicor to set up their new Meradinis on. Endicor, as it turned out, looked like a rather pretty 

world, covered in forests and small shallow seas. The innermost moon in orbit around the giant 

third planet of the system, Endicor‟s life–reading was off the scale. Small animals, insects, fish 

and avians called it home. The Corsair presence in the system seemed to be limited to the planet 

itself. There was no sign of any sophisticated patrol system or sensor–net like the one that had 

secured Meradinis from prying Terran eyes. Human life on Endicor – what there was of it – 

appeared to be all concentrated in one place, an area roughly ten square kilometers in size, big 

enough to house a small town, and shielded by an energy screen. 

 

The Second Battle of Turtle Island 
 

Once it was learned that the I.S.S. Indomitable, a Piranha Class Attack Destroyer, had vanished 

immediately after the end of the First Battle of Turtle Island, Space Fleet intelligence began 

working on finding out what had happened to it. 

 

Rumor and whispers began to be picked up in the coming months – and under cover of silence, 

Sona Kilroy recruited and rounded up stragglers, taking them to Endicor. A Space Fleet task 

force was dispatched to track down Sona Kilroy and his reformed Black Fleet – and their new 

base. It was Sona Kilroy‟s intent to re–establish the Black Fleet on Endicor, to continue the 

Corsair way of life – which was something the Terran leadership greatly feared. 

 

Ironically enough, the Terrans conducted a similar strategy as before: a small infiltration mission 

led by the same prominent players as before – Captain Mykl d‟Angelo and former Corsair bad 

boy, Blachart a.k.a. Adam – and with a similar outcome. This time however, Sona Kilroy was 

killed in battle, and Martel the Mighty captured. 

The Black Fleet 
 

The Black Fleet is the name given to the total number of Corsair raiders – though not a “fleet” in 

the ordinary military sense of the word, these ships frequently operated independently except 

when called upon by the Corsair leadership to conduct mass operations such as more ambitious 

massed raids or drills. 

 

Corsair society and its Fleet were large and ambitious enough to allow for specialised vessels or 

roles for otherwise fairly standard raiding vessels, such as patrol ships that patrolled the borders 

of Corsair space for security reasons. 

 

At the First Battle of Turtle Island, the mass of Corsair raiding ships in orbit over Meradinis 

represented the vast majority of Corsair vessels in existence. Although not all ships were there 

either at Meradinis or in orbit at the time, with some landed on the surface, the number still 

exceeded well above 400 fighting ships. Nearly all were completely destroyed. 



 

Corsair Raiders 
 

Corsair ships were pretty basic in comparison to a Terran warship – being essentially old 

loderunners and other commercial vessels outfitted with tweaked–out faster engines and stolen 

military hardware including the latest weapons! For the most part however, they came fitted with 

industrial cutting lasers and EM rail–guns that fired iron meteorites at high velocity! Corsair 

ships were all black in color, both to mask them as camouflage in the black of space – but also to 

set them apart from others, and as a psychological trick to strike fear in those they encountered! 

Often, to avoid detection, Corsair ships would run without any lights or beacon, except in their 

own space, among friends. 

 

When Corsair raiders launched an attack they sometimes transmitted heavy metal music over all 

their communications channels – this served two purposes, to jam communications in the area of 

their attack, and also to signify „no quarter given, no prisoners taken‟ – evoking the dreaded red 

pennant hoisted by seagoing pirates of old. 



 
 

They were far from easy to take down, even on a one–on–one basis, as many Terran Space Fleet 

crew discovered to their cost! The crew of the imperial starship Mordrake discovered just how 

difficult it was to beat a tough, hardy Corsair raider in “Demonspawn”. 

 

Corsair Crews 
 

Corsairs were a rough, colorful, rowdy lot, but for the most part, onboard their ships they tended 

to be efficient, obedient and well-disciplined.  

 

Corsair crewmembers were selected by the Captain of a raider and appointed to fill positions 

required to run the ship. Sometimes one crewman would occupy more than one position or fulfill 

multiple roles on the ship. 
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The commander of a raider tended to be regarded as its owner. Ship commanders were referred 

to as “Captain” or more casually, “Skipper”. Beneath the Captain, was the Mate, who fulfilled 

the role of vice-Captain or Exo. Corsair raiders would often sail together and share the profits of 

raids etc., acting as well-drilled, efficient units. 

 

For the ordinary residents of Meradinis, their home world deep in the Omegan Quadrant, the 

Captains of their Black Fleet were like rock stars, celebrities!  

 

Corsair Personal Weapons – Blasters 

 

Corsair blasters – that is, those developed by the Corsairs themselves – are a unique design 

unlike anything else. While being fairly basic, ordinary blasters with an average output similar to 

most Terran weapons (or the original Ruminarii weapons they were been based on), in terms of 

their styling, shape and design – which evoke 18th century flintlock pistols, they tend to stand 

out! 



Like most Corsair items, such as body armor or personal items, the blasters tend to be favored 

among collectors, or as keepsakes and mementoes. A small lucrative black market had sprung up 

dealing in the trade of these items. 

 

Shipboard Weapons – Railguns 
 

The Corsairs were generally scavengers – they tended to use whatever they could get – with little 

or no efforts going into OHS or standardization. Unlike the Terran Space Fleet, the ships of the 

Corsair‟s Black Fleet didn‟t have a huge tax fund behind them and largely operated on a shoe–

string budget! Whatever they couldn‟t make for themselves or buy off the black market, they 

stole – and they usually stole from the Terrans. They ripped off tech and supplies from Terran 

colonies and outposts – and they preyed upon commercial shipping. 

 

Advanced energy weapons like lasers capable of slicing through a Terran warship‟s hull plating 

were rarely available on the black market, and very difficult and expensive – to say nothing of 

what it cost to build from scratch, so while most Corsair ships still had one or two of these 

systems installed, they tended to rely primarily on improvised weapons such as heavy industrial 

cutting lasers – and the humble rail–gun. 

 

On Corsair raiders, rail–guns were usually installed on a specially adapted gun deck where all 

the rail–guns were installed in rows, back to back facing outwards (port and starboard) along the 

sides of the ship. Since these things were improvised, they didn‟t reload automatically, but 

needed to be reloaded manually, by the gun crew, who inserted an appropriately sized iron–rich 

meteorite or specially cast steel projectile into the breach–loading port. The only way these 

things could be aimed was to point the appropriate side of the ship towards the enemy, and to fire 

off a barrage. Aside from being able to elevate or lower the muzzle–end of the gun, there wasn‟t 

much to do in the way of aiming! 



 

  
 



 
 

The muzzle of each rail–gun was mounted opposite an opening in the ship‟s outer hull, called a 

gun port. Because the ship was in space and in a vacuum, as soon as the gun port opened, the air 

would rush out – at least, if it weren‟t for a force–field installed at each gun port, that would be 

the case! Instead, the air stayed in, and only the projectile fired from the muzzle of each rail–gun 

went out! 

 

Although the simplicity of these weapons and their rather archaic layout evoked the antique 

ships of the line from seafaring days, it tended to mislead people into thinking these ships 

weren‟t devastating weapons – they were! 

 

Ammunition Types 

 

Rail–guns were typically constructed as weapons, and the projectiles used normally didn‟t 

contain explosives, instead relying on the projectile‟s high speed to inflict damage. 

 

Though archaic, these were still extremely deadly and potent weapons, despite appearances. 

Aside from being able to fire off a few hundred shots of iron meteorites – which could be quickly 

and easily cut to the appropriate size with the tools available to Corsair crews, there were plenty 

of good–sized chunks of iron–bearing rock to be found out in deep space! 

 

The weapon could also launch solid cast projectiles manufactured for the purpose, as well as 

specially built armor–piercing HE (high explosive) warheads, if and when these were available. 

In modern test prototypes it appears that terms like “mach 5” are bandied about quite a bit, so it 



seems that in the vacuum of empty space, a rail–gun blasting its unlucky target with a mix of 

solid shot and depleted uranium tipped HE warheads, would be a fairly devastating weapon! 

Famous Corsairs 
 

Blachart the Bloody 

 

Blachart the Bloody, as he‟s first named in “Blachart“ (book 1 of the Galaxii Series) is 

introduced as one of the most ruthless, frightening space pirates who ever breathed – and his 

presence in that first book is justified as a tenacious villain, and a worthy adversary for the main 

character of that book, Mykl d‟Angelo. Blachart isn‟t a run–of–the–mill thug either; he‟s 

educated, savvy, and shrewd. He‟s fond of history – particularly when it comes to military 

history, and even has a collection of ancient weapons in his study aboard his ship, the 

Undertaker. 

 

In the course of that first book, Blachart undergoes a metamorphosis – suddenly all that familiar 

power and the trappings of his life as a Corsair are snatched away by circumstance – he‟s 

captured by the Terrans, and he‟s offered a choice by his captors – one which essentially comes 

down to “Help us, or die!” But Blachart – whose real name is a closely–guarded personal secret, 

and probably isn‟t „Walter Turlington‟ either – is a pretty adaptable and extraordinary person 

who manages to surf out his existential crisis rather well. He assists the Terrans in exchange for a 

full pardon. 

 

At the time of his capture, he‟s very well–known as a Corsair; Terran parents even threaten their 

kids to eat their veggies or Blachart the Bloody would get them! As the Captain of his own 

raider, Blachart not only knows the location of the Corsair‟s base, he‟s also intimately familiar 

with any hidden defenses or booby traps laid out along the way there. The Terrans have had a 

century of Corsair shenanigans, and they‟ve had enough! For years and years, they‟ve been 

literally dying to send a squadron of warships to put an end to the Corsair menace, once and for 

all! 

 

A lot hinges on getting Blachart to agree to their terms – hence the generous extent of the 

pardon. If you haven‟t read the book yet, you may wonder why the Terran Empire would offer a 

captured Corsair or space pirate of such dangerous ill repute and infamy, a pardon at all – let 

alone to ask him for help! The answer to that mystery, in brief, lies in the nature of the pirate 

threat against the Terrans themselves. Public pressure on the Terran government coming from a 

public terrified by numerous and frequent attacks – and an economy threatened by continuous 

high financial losses makes ending the threat a high priority. 

 

Not only does Blachart surprisingly agree to the terms of the arrangement that will guarantee 

him a pardon for all his crimes, but over time, a sort of friendship forms between him and the 

Terran Captain – Mykl d‟Angelo – who leads the initial expedition to Meradinis to scout the 

place out before the Space Fleet goes in with the big ships to blow the bejesus out of it. In fact, 

Blachart – a man they both feared and hated – is the one who saves all their lives. 
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In the course of the book, the character of Blachart changes from being a villain or „one of the 

bad guys‟, to gradually someone the reader grows to understand, and perhaps even to like. After 

all, don‟t some people deserve a second chance at life? 

 

Once their part is done, Blachart receives his pardon and sets off to rediscover his true self – 

which is his current chief activity at the start of book 3, “Dead Beckoning” (Book 2, 

“Demonspawn“ has an entirely different set of characters, which do not relate to this part of the 

story – at least until much later). Once their part is done, Blachart receives his pardon and sets 

off to rediscover his true self. 

 

Sona “The Hammer” Kilroy 

 

The Corsairs are really bad hombres and truly terrifying individuals – and the higher they rise in 

the Corsair ranks, the more formidable they have to be in order to survive. While this is true of 

most Corsairs, it‟s even more so in the case of ship commanders in the Corsair‟s Black Fleet – 

also in the case of another well–known Corsair legend and fearsome pirate captain, „Blachart 

„the Bloody‟. A Corsair captain is somewhere in the region of „middle management‟ in the 

Corsair scheme of things. As a ship‟s captain in the Black Fleet, there isn‟t much room to go 

higher, except in the sense of becoming a Commodore or Admiral, or perhaps by becoming a 

political figure – and Sona Kilroy is such a famous Corsair at the top of his game! He‟s the 

second most powerful man on Meradinis – in complete control of all the ships that make up the 

Black Fleet – and defers only to the Patron himself! 

 

At the time of the first book in Galaxii, (“Blachart”) Sona Kilroy is the highest–ranking Corsair 

Admiral. He‟s experienced, hardened, sly and also without conscience. He‟s also really well–

connected, which helps him to get things done and more importantly, to stay where he is. He‟s 

also supremely self–confident, to the point of arrogance. He looks down on others, even his own 

followers, and he‟d gladly sacrifice every single one of them to save his own skin. 

 

His own crew admires him because he leads from the front – he‟s a man‟s man, a tough leader–

type personality who always seems to have nested alternative “plan B‟s” up his sleeve. This – 

and his success rate in making his crew rich while keeping most of them alive – along with 

himself – assures their continued support. 

 

Sona Kilroy carries a sword, a sort of katana, and it‟s his favorite weapon. He‟s not likeable, and 

his role in the story is not to be liked – he‟s an absolute villain with zero redeeming qualities 

such as ethics or conscience – unlike his nemesis, Blachart a.k.a. „Adam‟. 

 

The Hell Queen 

 

The only female Corsair who had ever achieved any respectable level of notoriety, was the one 

they called the Hell Queen.  She was all long blood-red hair, black make-up, corsets, and pale 

white skin. This may sound like a Goth fantasy to some, however – unlike many professional 

women who are occasionally misjudged by their appearance, or their clothing or other 

characteristics attributed to them due to their sex, her reputation was all about – well, her actual 

reputation. And her reputation said that the Hell Queen showed even less mercy than some of her 
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male counterparts – and completely, totally, absolutely – was not somebody you wanted to fuck 

with.  Not even if whips and chains were your thing.  

 

If she were the Devil‟s wife, it was said – that is, if Mephistopheles were ever foolish enough to 

take her for his bride, then Hell would soon display signage reading: “UNDER NEW 

MANAGEMENT” above the door. Rumor had it that she favored torture, and some of the more 

unlikely tales that followed her exploits mentioned drinking the blood of her victims, like a 

vampire. Of course, like many myths that sprung up around the Corsairs – especially the 

infamous ones, these were often dreamed up and circulated by the Corsairs themselves to instill 

fear in the people they preyed upon. That being said, it was claimed by Space Fleet‟s Public 

Relations Bureau, that this myth, as well as many similar myths, should be viewed as 

propaganda, misinformation and a feature of the long years of intelligence warfare that had been 

waged upon the innocent civilians living in the fringe worlds of Terran space – and were bound 

to be, at heart, untrue. 

 

Martel the Mighty 

 

Martel Kilroy – his real name – was the elder brother of Sona. The Kilroy brothers had risen 

through the ranks together, like in the Corsair legends of old, through violence, cunning and 

brutality – their rise fueled by increasing popularity with the Corsair military machine – and 

public opinion. Working as a team, Sona and Martel reached the pinnacle of Corsair power, and 

rather than the usual rivalry between Corsair leaders, amiably shared it. This made a strong bond, 

a seemingly unbreakable powerbase in Corsair politics. Both men received the admiration of 

their people, and being family – blood family – their bond was strong, unbreakable by the petty 

ambitions of other contenders. 

 

“Over the years it‟s always been the same.” The Corsair legend went, “It‟s always been the two 

of them. Martel the Mighty, and Sona Kilroy the Hammer. One, the Patron who runs the show – 

the other, the Admiral of the Black Fleet, who maintains it – brothers to the end... Each one 

feeding the other‟s egos and lust for violence and self-glorification.” 

 

Numerous other examples of known Corsair names exist, including Dud Milligan, „Red‟ Dorn 

Schultz who used to brag about how many men, women and children he‟d killed bare-handed, 

and  „Strings‟ Levine, who used to collect the nipples of  women strung around his neck.  

 

Another was Captain Flutter, an eccentric older man with dark brown curly hair and a full beard 

and moustache, who wore an old fashioned tricorne hat for some weird reason, black leggings, a 

black shirt, black overcoat, and black boots. He also carried a sword – a Japanese katana stuck 

through a bright red sash fastened round his middle. The tricorne hat – a black item decorated 

with three small green feathers, was his signature vanity. 

 

Don‟t forget to check out other similar free guides to Christina Engela‟s storytelling universe on 

her website, christinaengela.com! 

 

The End 
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### 

Thank you for reading my book! If you enjoyed it, won‟t you please take a moment to leave me a 

review at your favorite retailer? I also welcome your thoughts about my book, and you may send 

these to me at https://christinaengela.wordpress.com/  

Thanks! 

Christina Engela 
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